DIVE TIDY FX1
Contents:
1 x Hinged Bottom Frame
1 x Top Frame
1 x Bottom Shelf including Baskets and
Hanging Rail
1 x Rotating bar
4 x Shelf Supports (thicker ones for the bottom)
8 x M20 x 6mm Shelf Support Bolts
4 x Adjustable Feet
2 x Handy Clips
5 x Handy Hooks
2 x Scalloped hand knobs
1 x Optional wall bracket + fixings

a

Fitting Instructions:
1
Unfold Hinged Base Frame on to floor. Insert adjustable feet.
2

Attach “Shelf Supports” to frame and mesh floor shelf using the M20 x 6mm Bolts, do
not over tighten.

3

Insert the rotating bar into the square tube on the top frame.

4

Slide top frame into hinged bottom frame. Take care of the rotating bar.

5

Slot Shelf into position, holding at an angle (with the lug on the shelf on the
underneath) place on to hooks through mesh and lower.

6

Fix “Shelf Support” on to shelf do not tighten until both supports are in place then
tighten all four bolts.

7

Position the rotating bar into the required position and use the scalloped hand knobs
to tighten. Do not over tighten.

8

Adjust the adjustable feet to the required position. Please note if you make the front
two feet taller it will tilt the frame backwards. This will help counteract the weight of
your kit. Raising the front adjustable feet is recommended. You do have the option to
use the wall bracket if you wish, position on the wall behind bar a in the picture
above.
Colour of trouser clips may vary.
Occasionally the red clips can become detached from the black trouser clip. These can be reattached by simply clicking back on.
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